Brown - has been sending data. A copy of an assignment.

Br: Did you tell him to leave off dis. J is gone - will?
Br: No - not all yr. Br: You did 1 time in writing.

J: Might handle it if Ed knows only dist. "Yes."
Br: but no reason why.

J: Is it new that Ed knows before calendar cut? Br: Yes at least as 1 dis. J,
Br: We'll might find way. Believes better for Ed not to know. Nec. To have closest co-
operator. Anya Br: To bi-weekly sep. Can not make assignments without knowledge of what is going on.
T. Makes dec. where to cut bills etc. Anya Br: j has learned a lesson - must discipline self against any kind of suggestion. Can't do it by rule. Will be worse when you increase in dis of Ed. Appointed counsel. Hi; what ploy to have a lot of rules. Should not bind 2 chief operators, T. 
B., big rules; not a big enough problem to dictate method.

If there any reason for 1/2 to be denied to

Br: No, I did not between for
1962-63.

Br: I do. says that you did. Br: He
is in error. Br: He says you did.

Br: Must be some power to accelerate 1/2, issue stable, and handle emergency. 1/2
Should be C. J.
B: ought to be a
panel. B.